Our Donors

This edition of The Cupola features three special supporters of the WCSU Foundation: Constantine “Deno” Macricostas, Erland Hagman and Farooq Kathwari. They all recently made generous gifts to the Foundation in support of Western Connecticut State University and its students.

They all happen to be immigrants, men who were tested by making a home in a new land, and who learned from the journey. They identify with WCSU students, young men and women who often benefit from scholarships that allow them to stay in class.

Here is what our friends said:

Deno Macricostas: People who leave their home country are active, they have dreams, and America is the land of dreams. Most of the people who come here are looking for the journey, making themselves better, to take the risk. The hunger to succeed. You can make more of a difference here.

Erland Hagman: I came from nothing. If I didn’t have people helping me, I wouldn’t be where I am today. I am the result of hard work and help along the way.

Farooq Kathwari: People who come from other societies appreciate the benefit of America, despite the issues. America is an extremely special place for people to work very hard, create capital and give it away. That is not usual in the rest of the world. It’s a unique American experience.

Ronald Pugliese
Chair
WCSU Foundation, Inc.
Donations by purpose

- Endowed ..... $237,140.57
- Capital ..... $264,225.18
- Academic Programs & Operations ..... $681,825.34
Total ..... $1,183,191.09

Donations by type

- Unrestricted ..... $127,797.53
- Student Support ..... $370,319.11
- Scholarships ..... $506,272.81
- Restricted (other) ..... $90,925.43
- Academic Support ..... $87,876.21
Total ..... $1,183,191.09

Donations by area

- School of Visual & Performing Arts ..... $62,025.85
- School of Professional Studies ..... $70,044.84
- Macricostas School of Arts & Sciences ..... $156,563.91
- Other Areas ..... $90,112.63
- Multiple Schools ..... $394,812.72
- Graduate School ..... $3,275.00
- Library ..... $2,175.00
- Athletics ..... $144,075.73
- Ancell School of Business ..... $29,094.91
- Alumni Association ..... $49,364.00
- Administration/Operations ..... $181,646.50
Total ..... $1,183,191.09

Donations by source

- Students ..... $8,725.00
- Faculty/Staff ..... $87,823.40
- Parents ..... $1,770.00
- Other Individuals ..... $426,243.11
- Foundations ..... $155,578.34
- Corporations ..... $258,356.73
- Bequests ..... $2,699.63
- Alumni ..... $241,994.88
Total ..... $1,183,191.09

Leave a legacy for Western

Including a charitable bequest in your will is a simple way to make a lasting gift to Western. For over a century, students at Western have benefitted from the generosity of those who knew the importance of a college education. Indeed, what better role models than the graduates of a former teachers college to highlight the significance of higher education to our society?

Today, Western Connecticut State University educates more than 6,000 students a year, many of whom cannot afford a college education without the support of our alumni and friends. In fact, some of the largest support Western receives comes in the form of charitable bequests.

A bequest, a gift through a will or other estate planning vehicle, affords the donor both the flexibility and ability to benefit future generations of Western students and faculty. Our Office of Institutional Advancement is available to work with you and your advisers to provide suggested language for bequests, and to help craft a legacy that satisfies both your philanthropic and estate planning goals.

For more information, please contact Robert A. Schlesinger, JD, Vice President for Institutional Advancement, at (203) 837-8111 or schlesingerR@wcsu.edu. Thank you for your continuing support of Western.

P President’s Club ($1,000+)
Members of this group have made an annual financial commitment of at least $1,000 to the WCSU Foundation without placing restrictions on the purpose of their gifts. These donations are allocated to the university’s greatest needs as determined by the president. President’s Club donors have placed their trust in the WCSU mission and remain some of our most faithful advocates.

F Fairfield Hall Society ($500–$999)
With their support, these members enhance our students’ collegiate experience and invest in our faculty’s ever-evolving needs.

W WestConn Society ($250–$499)
The earliest established giving arm of the WCSU Foundation, this group has for decades supported innovative programs, outreach opportunities and enrichment initiatives.

C Century Club ($100–$249)
By far the largest participating giving group, these alumni, parents and friends provide an invaluable endorsement of a Western education.

L Loyalty Society
Members of this group have given to WCSU for at least five consecutive years, regardless of the amount. We count on these loyal donors who heartily believe in the university and do tremendous good through the simple act of contributing annually.

The Office of Institutional Advancement has taken great care to ensure that the information contained in this Honor Roll is accurate and complete. However, errors do occur occasionally. If you were a contributor to WCSU between July 1, 2013, and June 30, 2014, and did not receive any goods or services for your contribution, but find your name missing, misspelled, listed under the wrong heading or not in the format that you requested, please accept our sincere apologies. Please note that in the alumni section, alumni are listed without spouses unless the spouse is an alumnus/a also, in which case he/she appears alone in his/her graduation year as well. Also, the total donation amount includes only those donations to the WCSU Foundation and Alumni Association that were tax-deductible. Please help us correct our records by contacting Lynne LeBarron at (203) 837-8188 or lebarronl@wcsu.edu. A correction will be printed in next year’s report.
The following represents giving from July 1, 2013, through June 30, 2014.

The WCSU Foundation honored businesswoman Mary Jean Rizzo-Rebeiro, the president of NY-COnn Corporation, with the Community Service Award presented at the annual WestConn Society Luncheon. Rebeiro, third from right, was joined by former winners, from left, Robert Yamin, Dianne Yamin, David Nurnberger, Nancy Nurnberger and Tom Devine. President Schmotter joined them for the celebration.

To see more photos, visit wcu.edu/flickr.

President Schmotter presents the Community Service Award to Mary Jean Rizzo-Rebeiro.

The WCSR2 Foundation honored businesswoman Mary Jean Rizzo-Rebeiro, the president of NY-COnn Corporation, with the Community Service Award presented at the annual WestConn Society Luncheon. Rebeiro, third from right, was joined by former winners, from left, Robert Yamin, Dianne Yamin, David Nurnberger, Nancy Nurnberger and Tom Devine. President Schmotter joined them for the celebration.

To see more photos, visit wcu.edu/flickr.

The following represents giving from July 1, 2013, through June 30, 2014.

LEADERSHIP
Please note that total giving includes donations to the WCSR2 Foundation and Alumni Association that were tax-deductible.

($25,000 and above)

Henry Arndt
Isabelle T. Farrington
Irton Kathwani Foundation, Inc.
Dr. and Mrs. Erland Hagman
David and Nancy Nurnberger
Kathleen Romagnano
SCB International Materials, Inc.

($10,000-$24,999)

Dr. Messy Alexander
Theresa Eberhardt Aesch
Ann J. Atkinson
Mary and Rudy Behrens
Thomas DeChiara
Daniel P. Goble
Jess and Grace House
Hamilton Sundstrand
W. Jason and Ellen M. Hancock
Carolyn Lanier
Latino Scholarship Fund, Inc.
Jane Ellen McKibride and Alfred Joseph Gates
Mario A. Messi
Paul Jones Trust
Ronald J. and Janice W. Pugliese
Paul J. Reis
Charles P. and Denise S. Spiridon

($5,000-$9,999)

Bedrockian Research, Inc.
Dennis W. Dawson and Noreen Grice
Debitel Foundation
GE Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Golden Family Foundation, Inc.
Kohran, Jackson and Krantz
Maccarini Estate Family Foundation
Elizabeth McDonough
Dr. Samuel Ross
Mrs. Myra Mattes Ross
Charles P. Mullaney
Joy Murray
People’s United Community Foundation
Cory J. and Lizzette M. Plock
Paul Roman
Savings Bank of Danbury
Richard H. and Elizabeth H. Sullivan
Jessica B. Tobin
Ally, Robert and Judge Dianne Yamin
Roy and Virginia Young

($1,000-$4,999)

Marc and Jan Aldrich
Gail P. Anderson
Anonymous
Arnold Foundation
Dr. Keith Betts
Esther R. and Barry R. Boris
Branson Ultrasounded Corporation
Brown University
Scott C. Brunjes
Anthony E. Jr. and Roberts Caraluzzo
Hugh and Alice Carlan
Cartus Corporation
Chambrovich Family
Anthony W. Jr. and Jeanette L. Cirone

Brian N. and Abbey S. Clements
Elizabeth A. and Andrew Cornoich
Community College of Philadelphia
Craigist Charitable Fund
Danbury Garden Club
John and Suzanne DeRoja
Dimeo Construction Company
Carl M. Dunham, Jr.
Estate of Marguerite M. Minck
Esther Allen Global, Inc.
Fairfield County Bank
Thomas M. Feeney, Jr.
Charles D. Ferris III and Shirley C. Ferris
Richard Flowers
Robert P. and Barbara S. Forshel
Michael and Jacqueline Friel
Russell G. Fryer and Alicia Vera
Lloyd and Mary Garten
Hefel Goldman
Sharon L. Guck
Hathaway Family Foundation
Carol A. Hawkins
Gary W. Hawley
David A. and Elizabeth C. Heineberry
Tracy and Rich Herosky
Hosser K. Archdeacon Family Foundation, Inc.

Dr. Herbert Janick
Ally, Sanford and Mrs. Constance Kaufman
Robert and Phyllis Kelleher
Kinchuk, Inc.
Dr. Karen Koza
Lake Zoar Authority
Nancy E. Lenihan
Colleen Lord
Neil and Lisi Marcus
Hugh R. and June C. McCauley
Ali and Joan Mixid
Mediassociates, Inc.
Deborah A. Mozolewski
William T. Monney
Lewis and Mary Ellen Motley
George Mulveney
Dr. John and Nancy Murphy

Scott N. Nadel and Jennifer L. Torreden
Glam J. Navarisky
Jennifer Elizabeth Nash
Newtown Savings Bank
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
Chin Okuoka
Richard Parmalee, Jr.
Paul Dinto Electrical Contractors, Inc.
Philp & Christine Lodewick Foundation, Inc.
Pitney Bowes Foundation
Police Commissioners Association of CT, Inc.
James A. and Dianne J. Pooleack
Lawrence J. Post
Relby Advisors
Agostino J. and Sarah Ribeiro
Stephen and Judith Rosenthal
Rosy Tomorrows, Inc.
Wayne J. Shepperd
Sodexo Foundation, Inc.
Sodexo, Inc. & Affiliates
Judith Somers
St. John’s University
Jonathan R. Stark
and Charles F. Burke, Jr.
Paul M. Steenmetz and Jenine I. Michaud
Jack and Carol Stetsko
Duncan Stuart
Richard and Marie Studwendt
Barbara and Carl Susnitzky
Nabil and Hind Takla
The Angel Foundation
The Barden Corporation
The Network Support Company
The NY-Corn Corporation
Jack and Doris C. Tyransky
Dane L. Unger
United Technologies
University of Rochester
University of Vermont
Ventura, Ribeiro & Smith
Carolyn C. Wagner
WCSR2 Alumni Association
Dr. Laurie Weinstein

HONOR ROLL

Century Club
WestConn Society
Fairfield Hall Society
President’s Club
Loyalty Society
Realized Request * Deceased ** Corporate Matching Gifts ***
LEGACY SOCIETY

This giving group was established to recognize those individuals who have made a charitable provision for WCSU in their estate plans. By joining the Legacy Society, you can make a significant contribution to benefit generations to come at the university. Please contact the Development Office at (203) 837-8111 to learn more about joining this group.

Francis E. Allen *35 *
Jerry B. Allford *
Anonymous *
Mary and Rudy Behrens *
Sharon M. Bradley *91 *
Valery G. Cunningham *
Richard E. Davis *76 *
Melissa E. Fenwick *
Marthyn Glen *
Harold Jonathan Greenwald *
Nancy Guzicki *
Dr. and Mrs. Eland Haman *
Rose L. Hayden *29 *
Gail Hill-Williams *87 *
John A. Johnston *
Natalie F. Johnston *36 *
Joseph W. Kelly *69 *
Joseph F. Kilalan *58 *
George LaCava *53 *
Marjorie Minck *
Lea Noyan *
A. Searle Pinney *
Ronald J. *76 and Janice W. Pugliese *
Arthur Rosier *60 *
Dr. James W. Schmotter &
Dr. Daphne A. Jameson *
Gail P. Shaker *
Edward A. Tomaszewicz *
The W. B. Connor Foundation, Inc. *
Lois C. Walsh *

FOUNDBIRS &
CORPORATIONS

Many companies offer a matching gift program for their employees as an incentive to contribute to nonprofit organizations, such as the WCSU Foundation. Please remember to ask your human resources department if your company offers a matching gift program. For more information and a list of matching gift companies, please visit http://matchinggifts.wcsu.edu/ or call (203) 837-8832 or email development@wcsu.edu.

103 Mill Plain Road LLC
A Class Act NY LLC
Aaron’s Sales and Leasing
Ability Beyond *
Accuprise, Inc.
Adelphi University
Adherent Technologies LLC
Advanced Footcare Center *
AffinEco LLC
Aline Metal Products Corporation
Jerry B. Allford Estate
Alliance Healthcare Services
American Express Gift Matching Program *
Ammo Tool Company LLC
Arita’s Beauty Salon
Arord’s Painting Service
Arthound Foundation *
B & B Gearing Company, Inc.
Baker St. Associates
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. ***
Bedoukian Research, Inc. *
Belair Direct Fire Company
Berksfield Fire Distributors, Inc.
Bernard M. Baruch College
Bethelehem Fair Society, Inc.
Berkshire Food Distributors, Inc.
Belardinelli Tire Company
Bedoukian Research, Inc.
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. ***
B & & G Piping Company, Inc.
Arconti’s Painting Service
Anita’s Beauty Salon
Amro Tool Company LLC
Alliance Healthcare Services
Abelard Fire Company
Berksfield Fire Distributors, Inc.
Bernard M. Baruch College
Bethelehem Fair Society, Inc.
Berkshire Food Distributors, Inc.
Belardinelli Tire Company
Bedoukian Research, Inc.
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. ***
B & & G Piping Company, Inc.

FAINTOY &
CORPORATIONS

Many companies offer a matching gift program for their employees as an incentive to contribute to nonprofit organizations, such as the WCSU Foundation. Please remember to ask your human resources department if your company offers a matching gift program. For more information and a list of matching gift companies, please visit http://matchinggifts.wcsu.edu/ or call (203) 837-8832 or email development@wcsu.edu.

103 Mill Plain Road LLC
A Class Act NY LLC
Aaron’s Sales and Leasing
Ability Beyond *
Accuprise, Inc.
Adelphi University
Adherent Technologies LLC
Advanced Footcare Center *
AffinEco LLC
Aline Metal Products Corporation
Jerry B. Allford Estate
Alliance Healthcare Services
American Express Gift Matching Program *
Ammo Tool Company LLC
Arita’s Beauty Salon
Arord’s Painting Service
Arthound Foundation *
B & B Gearing Company, Inc.
Baker St. Associates
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. ***
Bedoukian Research, Inc. *
Belair Direct Fire Company
Berksfield Fire Distributors, Inc.
Bernard M. Baruch College
Bethelehem Fair Society, Inc.
Berkshire Food Distributors, Inc.
Belardinelli Tire Company
Bedoukian Research, Inc.
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. ***
B & & G Piping Company, Inc.

FOUNDBIRS &
CORPORATIONS

Many companies offer a matching gift program for their employees as an incentive to contribute to nonprofit organizations, such as the WCSU Foundation. Please remember to ask your human resources department if your company offers a matching gift program. For more information and a list of matching gift companies, please visit http://matchinggifts.wcsu.edu/ or call (203) 837-8832 or email development@wcsu.edu.

103 Mill Plain Road LLC
A Class Act NY LLC
Aaron’s Sales and Leasing
Ability Beyond *
Accuprise, Inc.
Adelphi University
Adherent Technologies LLC
Advanced Footcare Center *
AffinEco LLC
Aline Metal Products Corporation
Jerry B. Allford Estate
Alliance Healthcare Services
American Express Gift Matching Program *
Ammo Tool Company LLC
Arita’s Beauty Salon
Arord’s Painting Service
Arthound Foundation *
B & B Gearing Company, Inc.
Baker St. Associates
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. ***
Bedoukian Research, Inc. *
Belair Direct Fire Company
Berksfield Fire Distributors, Inc.
Bernard M. Baruch College
Bethelehem Fair Society, Inc.
Berkshire Food Distributors, Inc.
Belardinelli Tire Company
Bedoukian Research, Inc.
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. ***
B & & G Piping Company, Inc.
IN MEMORIAM

Ana Marquez-Greene Endowed Music Scholarship
Advanced Footcare Center PC
Gale Albrecht
Barb Angelo and Family
Ray and Liz Archambault
Patricia Acheone
Ann J. Akerson ▪
Deidra Bish
Black Eyed Sally s
Meg Bloom
Patricia A. Bowen ▪ ▪
Randal Brecker
Winfred Brinkmeier ‘83
Sue Browning
Walter Carroll
Christine Cauk
Community College of Philadelphia
CSU American Association of University Professors
Anna Cusio
Thomas and Patricia DeAngelis
Anthony and Catherine DiNunzio
Jeffrey and Cynthia Dill
Erin H. Dubuque
Cathy Durrett
Richard Telman and Ellen Eberle
Brendan Jugler ‘73
Herman A. Anderson ‘55 and
In Memory of Bob Simonelli ‘55
Herman A. Anderson ‘55 and
In Memory of Carol Iannacone Crimi
Ronald P. Campanaro ▪
In Memory of Charlie Holmes ‘55
Herman A. Anderson ‘55 and
In Memory of Craig Lundwall
Thomas and Anna Abrams
William and Beverly Hasselberger
Steven and Renate Jacobson
Richard and Peters Lundwall
Karl and June Reidel
Donna and Carine Scatto
Judith Stripp
In Memory of Doris Crocker Bushaw ‘49
Herbert and Marcia Crocker
In Memory of Dr. Charles M. Lucas
Mildred G. Lucas
In Memory of Dr. Esposito
Lawrence J. Michielich ’67 ▪
In Memory of Dr. John M. Tufts
Craigslist Charitable Fund ▪
Patrick Tufts
In Memory of Dr. Ruth Allen
Winfred Brinkmeier ‘83
In Memory of Eric N. Weilman
Mrs. Joanne Bonacchi Gregory
James P. Durkin
GE Foundation Matching Gifts Program ▪ ▪
Robert M. Pettinicchi ’64
Douglas D. Salmon ’62
Rose Marie and John Zaharak
In Memory of Evelyn Seltzer
David Seltzer ▪ ▪
In Memory of Gary DeLucia
Elsie Albertini Kandrak ▪
In Memory of Germaine Bellizzi ’55
Herman A. Anderson ‘55 and
Ann M. Anderson ▪
In Memory of Jack and
Madeleine Fried
Michael and Jacqueline Fried ▪
In Memory of Jackie Noonan
Lamar S. Fife ’66 ▪
In Memory of James Furman
Nancy L. and Kenneth A. Wildman
In Memory of Jill Horng Buttrick
Edyce D. Horng
In Memory of Joel Kannengeiser
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Memory of John Kannengeiser
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Memory of Katherine D. Jugler BS, MS
Brendan Jugler ’73 ▪
In Memory of Kenneth R. Fryer
Russell G. Fryer and Alicia Vera
In Memory of Kollin Francis DeNegre
Dr. and Mrs. L. Mark DeNegre
In Memory of Mary Carroll Fontaine
Mary Gilinsky Cohen ▪
In Memory of Mary Jane Fernand Duffy
Mary T. Murphy ▪
In Memory of Mary-Lynn Billone Spezzano
Joan Johnston
In Memory of Maxwell Seltzer
David Seltzer ▪ ▪
In Memory of Melissa E. Fenwick
Adelino DosSantos ’84
Christine Wells
In Memory of Merrill Wairath
Mr. and Charles G. Ball, Jr., ▪
In Memory of Michael Huber
Maureen Vail Huber ▪
In Memory of Miss Mary Edgett ’24
Gilbert M. Brown ’78 ▪
In Memory of Neil E. Wagner
Cafe on the Green
Tony and Nanci DiPerrio
Frederick K. Lobdell ’78 ▪
Al and Joan Mead ▪ ▪
Lawrence J. Michielich ’67, ’68 ▪
Paul and Emily Montalto ▪
Jean M. Roberts ’77
Paul Romaniello
Craig and Peggy ’97 Stewart ▪
Richard H. and Elizabeth H. Sullivan ▪ ▪
WSSU Alumni Association
In Memory of Norman Lubus ’55
Herman A. Anderson ‘55 and
Ann M. Anderson ▪
In Memory of Paul Kannengeiser
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Memory of Peter M. Stewart
Constance K. Conway ’96 ▪ ▪
Owen T. Larkin
Gregory and Ellen Myhill ’90, ’01
Craig and Peggy ’97 Stewart ▪
In Memory of Prof. Bigelow P. Cushman
Laurie Lossiliv
In Memory of Ralph and
Augusta Schneider
Barbara and Nick Nero ▪
In Memory of Roger M. Henley
Vivian M. Henley ▪
In Memory of Ruth Arbitelle
Ronald A. Arbitelle ▪
In Memory of Scott Andrews
Matthew G. Sontimatas and
Sharon L. Young
In Memory of Ted Hines
Gregory C. Pandolfo ’86 ▪
In Memory of The Teachers and Children
Lost at Sandy Hook Elementary
Dianne L. Bailey ’72
In Memory of Tiffany Costa
Class of ’95
Thomas and Joyce Costa
In Memory of Veronica Hagman
Verizon Foundation ▪ ▪
IN HONOR OF

In Honor of Amanda Kannengeiser’s Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Brant Jeffrey’s Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Conrad Sabin’s Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Dr. Herbert Janick,
Professor Emeritus
Steve and Joyce Fanagan
In Honor of Dr. Mel Goldstein
David M. Plews ▪
In Honor of Eileen Kannengeiser’s Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Gabriel Paul Craig
Jim and Sue Wolf
In Honor of
Gordon Shannonhouse’s Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Harold B. Schramm
Adelino DosSantos ’84
In Honor of Harold Wylie, Jr.’s
85th Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Jane Hellman
and Ann Rothstein
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Jim Kannengeiser and
Heather Patch’s
3rd Wedding Anniversary
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Jody Rajcsula
Trish Naery
In Honor of John Kannengeiser’s
Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Julie and Peter Stern
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Julio Lopez’s Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪
In Honor of Kendall Krafick’s
19th Birthday
Patricia A. Bowen ▪ ▪
In Honor of Kristen Kannengeiser’s
Birthday
Mario A. Mesi ▪

The Boa family of Danbury was recognized for its support of the university with the naming of a design studio in the Visual and Performing Arts Center. Pictured are Ray Boa, Zulmina Boa, Joe Boa and Maria Boa.
Montefusco attends elite FBI National Academy

Campus safety is something the WCSU Police Department takes seriously, and one way to keep crime at bay is to make sure the university’s officers are trained in the most current crime-prevention techniques. That’s why a recent trip to the FBI National Academy was something Sgt. Richard (“Monte”) Montefusco couldn’t pass up.

Montefusco joined a group of WCSU police officers for a 10-week training at Quantico, Virginia. The program, known as the FBI’s “VIRTSIM,” which simulates active-shooter scenarios through the use of avatars. “They can produce any situation you can imagine,” Montefusco said, “and the avatars are so real that it really gets your adrenaline going.”

Fifty percent of the academy curriculum was based on physical training, which included a 6.1-mile Marine Corps run-and-obstacle course called the Yellow Brick Road. “It was some of the most grueling physical training I’ve ever gone through in my career,” Montefusco said. “They change your life when it comes to working out.”

Joining Montefusco at Quantico were police officers from 17 countries and 48 states. Montefusco was one of only three officers representing the hundreds of law enforcement agencies in Connecticut.

“The Academy gave me the opportunity to take a look at myself and my capabilities as a police officer, to mold other officers and bring together everything I’ve learned in the academic world,” he said.

Montefusco attended the FBI National Academy

Alumni by Class

Class of 1957
Marie R. Cochran
Marie C. Gervasio
Douglas M. Jeffrey
Ernest Lehman
Margaret Pate

Class of 1958
Patricia A. Siven
Edyce D. Horning
Gretta A. Mitchell
William F. Weiss, Jr.

Class of 1959
Janet Hart
Elise A. Kandak
James B. Leonard
Frances J. Merante
Edward S. Moore
Margaret M. Schneider
Barbara L. Susnitzky
Raymond J. Valus

Class of 1960
Claudia S. Anderson
Jon M. Anderson
Elizabeth Ann Comcowich
Dr. Eugene S. McKenna
E. Thomas O’Hara
Janet A. Valus
Carol Katherine Woodworth

Class of 1961
John Joseph Hammer Jr.
Patricia M. Kugman
James J. MacKay
Dr. Walter J. McCarroll
Dr. George G. Takacs
Michael J. Repp
Joyce Ponton Fitzgerald
Ralph A. Tormey
Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salmon

Class of 1962
Ellen J. Masterson
Margaret S. Murphy
Barbara A. Rombo

Class of 1963
Dr. Barbara J. Anderson
Maureen M. Armon
Ellen Atkins

Alumni by Class

Class of 1952
Myra Mattes Ross
Carolyn C. Wagner

Class of 1953
Dr. Vincent C. Cobiarelli

Class of 1954
Charles F. Eddy III
Mary Jane Newkirk
Jean M. Pellarin
Constance M. Quarrie
Nancy K. Takacs

Class of 1955
Hermon A. Anderson, Jr.
Ann C. Gill
Francis C. Pane, Jr.
Helen R. Waithstrom

Class of 1956
Joanne M. Baldau
Mary Anne M. Eddy
June Jones
Mary T. Murphy
Veronica Smith

Class of 1951
James F. Brawley
Dr. Helen W. Chapman
Shirikman B. Gil
Francis B. Perchel
Patricia H. Williams

Class of 1950
Virginia H. Walters

Class of 1949
Eileen M. Anderson
Mary Anne M. Eddy
Joanne M. Baldauf
Ann C. Gill
Herman A. Anderson, Jr.

BY CLASS

Class of 1942
Dr. Mortimer S. Johnson

Class of 1943
Isabelle T. Farrington
Nancy E. Lehnhan
Elizabeth K. Olson

Class of 1944
Eileen M. Anderson
Eleanor M. Hegedus
Miriam R. Zimmer

Class of 1948
Irene M. Anderson
Edna M. Miller

Class of 1949
Dr. Frank J. Dye '63
Jason Z. Esposto
Dr. Jane Ellen McBride Gates
Maureen Casey Gemert
David P. Goble
Sharon L. Guck

Dr. Josephine Hamer
David A. Heinberry
Dr. Jeff House
Dr. Todd Ivanov
Patricia W. Ivey
Veronica H. Kenausis

Dr. Karen Kozar
Dr. Christopher L. Kukk
Carolyn Lanier

Dennis P. Lesko '95
Dr. Leslie Lindemauer
Derek J. Lingquist
Sean C. Louhantas

Eliza Brookstone
Dr. August F. Serra
Class of 1963

Kathleen S. Mauks-Dye
Barbara L. Susnitzky
Mary Anne Moore

Barbara L. Susnitzky
Mary Anne Moore

Bernadette A. DeMunde
Robin J. Eberhard-Deculis
Joan A. Johnston
John C. Krebs
Joseph A. Mannello
Lorraine Merluzzi
Patricia H. Murphy
Paul F. Nave
Robert M. Pettesiuc
Elaine A. Salem
Caren M. Smook
Dr. George G. Takacs
Michael J. Repp
Joyce Ponton Fitzgerald
Ralph A. Tormey
Dr. George G. Takacs
Michael J. Repp
Joyce Ponton Fitzgerald
Ralph A. Tormey
Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon

Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon

Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon

Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon

Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon

Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon

Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon

Barbara A. Rombo
Douglas D. Salomon
Century Club
Fairfield Hall Society
President’s Club
Loyalty Society
Realized Bequest *   Deceased **  Corporate Matching Gifts ***

A recent graduate of the Educational Doctorate program in Instructional Leadership at Western Connecticut State University, Dr. Helena Nitowski is the principal of Western Connecticut Academy of International Studies, which was recognized as “Elementary School of the Year” for 2014-15.
from the Department of Music performed in "WCSU Music Alumni Night" a chance to see alumni perform in the newly minted Visual and Performing Arts Center. Alumni performed in three ensembles—chior, jazz, and band.

To see more photos, visit wcsu.edu/flickr.